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Some time ago, the concept of integer-detecting sequences of exact height ! was
introduced. So far all the occurring exact heights were rational numbers, in fact
even unit fractions. Otherwise it was known that 0<!13. We show that every
positive real number not exceeding 13 is the exact height of some integer-detecting
sequence and discuss some examples.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [7], the concept of integer-detecting sequences was introduced, and
several necessary or sufficient criteria were derived. In [4], this is
generalized to integer norm-detecting sequences in number fields. For the
convenience of the reader let us review the definition for the rational case.
A sequence (mn)n0 of positive integers is called integer-detecting of
height =>0, if any rational number r, satisfying &mn r&<= for all n0, is
an integer. Here &x& denotes the distance between x and the nearest
integer.
If a sequence M=(mn)n0 of integers is integer-detecting, then
h(M) :=sup[= : = is height of M]
is itself a height of M, called the exact height of M. We always have
0<h(M)13 (see [7]). All the exact heights occurring in [7] were
rational, in fact they were even unit fractions. Therefore it is interesting to
ask: Which real numbers in the interval (0, 13] are the exact height of some
integer-detecting sequence?
Theorem. Let 0<!13. Then there is an integer-detecting sequence of
exact height !.
We shall prove the Theorem in Section 2. Since our proof works by con-
struction of a sequence M which has exact height !, we shall display in the
final section of the article some examples for special numbers, for instance
for values of the exponential function and theta functions.
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Lemma 1. Let M2 and x be integers, and A1 a real number; let a
be an integer satisfying AaM3. Then there is a positive integer
j4M3A such that
"x+ jaM "
1
3
.
Proof. If &(x+a)M&13, we simply choose j :=1. Therefore, we
assume that &(x+a)M&<13. Then there is an integer g satisfying
}x+aM & g }<
1
3
.
Put
j0 :=min {j : x+ jaM & g
1
3= .
Clearly, j02. Since aA, we have for all k1
x+ka
M
& g=\x+aM & g++(k&1)
a
M
>&
1
3
+(k&1)
A
M
.
Since AM3, we thus obtain for k :=[4M3A]
x+ka
M
& g>&
1
3
+\4M3A &2+
A
M
=1&
2A
M

1
3
.
Hence we have 2 j0k4M3A.
By definition of j0 , the condition aM3 yields
x+ j0a
M
& g=\x+( j0&1) aM & g++
a
M
<
1
3
+
1
3
=
2
3
.
Altogether we get
"x+ j0aM "="
x+ j0a
M
& g"13.
Choosing j :=j0 , we conclude the proof.
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Lemma 2. Let m3 and a2 be integers satisfying a#\1 mod m.
Then there exists a positive integer s such that either
q=ms+ :
s&1
i=1
=im i\1
or
a=msN+ :
s&1
i=1
=imi\1,
where =i # [&1, 0, 1], and N2 is an integer satisfying N0, \1 mod m.
Proof. By hypothesis, we have a=ms0a0\1 for some s01, 0<a0<a,
and m |% a0 .
If a0 {1 and a0 #\1 mod m, that is, a0=ms1a1\1 for some s11,
0<a1<a0 , and m |% a1 , then
a=ms0 (ms1a1\1)\1=ms0+s1a1\ms0\1.
If a1 {1 and a1 #\1 mod m, we obtain analogously
a=ms0+s1+s2a2\ms0+s1\ms0\1
for some integers s21, 0<a2<a1 , and m |% a2 . Continuing this process,
we either have ak=1 for some k0, which yields the first representation
for a in the lemma. Otherwise the process stops, because ak \1 mod m
for some k. Then we have the second expansion of a with N :=ak .
Proposition. Let m3 be a prime number, or m=4. Let ! be a real
number satisfying
1
m
!
2(m&2)
m(m&1)
. (1)
For n0, put qn=mn, pn=[!qn], Qn=q0q1 } } } qn , and
U1= .

k=1
Uk , where Uk=[( pk+ j) Qk&1 : 1 j2 - qk ],
U2=[qt : t0],
U3={2qt : t0, t{r(r+1)2 &1(r2)= .
Then the increasing sequence U, composed of all integers in U1 _ U2 _ U3 ,
is integer-detecting of exact height !.
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Proof. (i) We begin by showing that U is in fact integer-detecting of
height !. Therefore, we have to verify that for every rational \ which is not
integral, there is some u # U such that &\u&!.
Case 1. \=amtb with t0, b>1, (m, b)=1, and (a, mtb)=1. Put
k :=mtb, thus \=ak with (a, k)=1. For k1, we have
Qk&1=mk(k&1)2. (2)
Since mt<k, we get for k2
t<
log k
log m

k(k&1)
2
,
thus mt | Qk&1 by (2). We define the integer
A :=
aQk&1
mt
.
Since (A, b)=1, the inverse A&1 mod b exists. Clearly, bk, hence
[1, 2, ..., k] represents each residue class mod b. Therefore, we can find
some j0 , 1 j0k, satisfying
j0 #{A
&1b2& pk
A&1 (b&1)2& pk
mod b
mod b
for 2 | b,
for 2 |% b.
It follows that
( pk+ j0) A#{b2(b&1)2
mod b
mod b
for 2 | b,
for 2 |% b.
(3)
We have 1 j0k2mk2=2 -qk . This implies that u :=( pk+ j0)Qk&1 # Uk ,
hence u # U1 . We conclude with (3)
&\u&=" aumtb"="
( pk+ j0) A
b "={"
b2
b "=
1
2
" (b&1)2b "=
1
2
&
1
2b
for 2 | b,
for 2 |% b.
Therefore, since b3 for odd b, we get with (1)
&\u&
1
2
&
1
6
=
1
3
!.
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Case 2. \=amt+1 with t0 and (a, m)=1.
Case 2.1. t{(r(r+1)2)&1 for all r2. If a\1 mod m, we choose
u=qt # U2 . Then
&\u&=" am"
2
m
!.
If a#\1 mod m, we choose u=2qt # U3 . It follows by (1) for m>3 that
&\u&="2am "
2
m
!,
and for m=3
&\u&="2am "=
1
3
!.
Case 2.2. t=(r(r+1)2)&1 for some r2. Put wr :=r(r+1)2. Then
\=
a
mwr
.
If a\1 mod m, choose u=qwr&1 # U2 . As in Case 2.1, we obtain
&\u&=" am"
2
m
!.
Therefore, we may assume that a#\1 mod m. Obviously, there is an
integer b#a mod mr with |b|< 12m
r. Clearly, b#\1 mod m. Now we dis-
tinguish four subcases, depending on the size of |b|:
Case 2.2.1. 13m
r|b|< 12m
r. We have wr&r1, because r2. Thus
u :=mwr&r # U2 . It follows from the definition of b that
&\u&=" amr"="
|b|
mr"
1
3
!.
Case 2.2.2. mr2|b|< 13m
r. We choose u # Ur U1 , i.e., u=
( pr+ j) Qr&1 for some j, 1 j2 - qr , yet to be determined. Since
Qr&1=mr(r&1)2=mwr&r,
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we have
&\u&="a( pr+ j)mr "="
|b| ( pr+ j)
mr ". (4)
Applying Lemma 1 with M :=mr, x :=|b| pr , A :=- M, and a :=|b|, there
exists indeed an integer j satisfying
1 j
4M
3A
=
4
3
mr22 - qr
and
" |b| ( pr+ j)mr "
1
3
.
With (4), we get &\u&!.
Case 2.2.3. 1<|b|<mr2. We use Lemma 2 with u :=m and a :=|b|.
First let
|b|=ms+ :
s&1
i=1
=i mi\1 (5)
for some s1 and certain =i # [&1, 0, 1]. Then
mr2>|b|ms& :
s&1
i=0
mi=ms&
ms&1
m&1
>
m&2
m&1
ms,
thus with m3 and r2
ms<
m&1
m&2
mr2mr.
This implies that s<r.
Define u :=2m(wr&1)&s. For r3, we have (wr&1)&(wr&1&1)=r.
Since s<r, we conclude that u # U3 . For r=2, we have wr&1=2 and
|b|=m&1. Hence s=1, and therefore u # U3 as well. We obtain
&\u&=" 2ams+1". (6)
Obviously, ms+1 | mr, because s<r. By definition of b, we thus get
a#b mod ms+1. With (6), (5), and (1), we conclude
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&\u&=" 2 |b|ms+1"="
2
ms+1 \ms+ :
s&1
i=1
=imi\1+"
=" 2m+
2
ms+1
:
s&1
i=0
=imi"

2
m
&
2
ms+1
:
s&1
i=0
mi=
2
m
&
2(ms&1)
ms+1 (m&1)

2
m
&
2
m(m&1)
!.
This completes Case 2.2.3 for b satisfying (5).
Now let
|b|=msN+ :
s&1
i=1
=imi\1
for some s1, N>1, N0, \1 mod m and certain = i # [&1, 0, 1]. Like
above, we have s<r, hence wr&1&s0. Therefore, u :=mwr&1&s # U2 ,
and we conclude as before
&\u&=" ams+1"="
|b|
ms+1"="
N
m
+
1
ms+1
:
s&1
i=0
=im i"
"Nm"&
1
ms+1
:
s&1
i=0
mi
2
m
&
1
m(m&1)
!,
because N0, \1 mod m.
Case 2.2.4. |b|=1. Choose u :=( pr+1)Qr&1=( pr+1)mwr&r # UrU1 .
Hence
&\u&=" |b| ( pr+1)mr "="
pr+1
mr "="
[!qr]+1
mr ".
Since !qr&1[!qr]!qr , !13, and qr=mr3, we have
!
[!qr]+1
mr
!+
1
mr

2
3
.
It follows that
&\u&min {!, 13==!.
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Case 3. \=a4t 2b with t0, b1, 2 |% b, and (a, 2b)=1. If b=1, we
choose u :=4t # U2 . Then
&\u&="a2"=
1
2
!.
Now let b>1, hence b3. Put k :=4t 2b, i.e., \=ak where (a, k)=1.
As in Case 1 of (i), we get 4t | Qk&1 , and we define again
A :=
aQk&1
4t
# Z.
Since t<k(k&1)2, we have 2 | A. Now (A2, b)=1, therefore the inverse
(A2)&1 mod b exists. Since bk, the set [1, 2, ..., k] contains each residue
class mod b. We choose some j0 # [1, 2, ..., k] satisfying
j0 #\A2+
&1 b&1
2
& pk mod b.
This implies
( pk+ j0)
A
2
#
b&1
2
mod b.
We have 1 j0k2 } 4k2=2 - qk , thus u :=( pk+ j0) Qk&1 # Uk U1 .
Then we obtain
&\u&=" a4t2b u"="
( pk+ j0) A2
b "="
b&1
2b "
1
3
!,
because b3. This concludes part (i) of the proof.
(ii) In order to complete the proof of the Proposition, it remains to
show that U is not integer-detecting of some height =>!. Therefore, let =
be fixed with !<=13. We choose an integer k2 satisfying
2
mk2
<=&!. (7)
Let \ :=Q&1k . Then it suffices to prove that &\u&<= for all u # U.
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Case 1. u # U1 , i.e., u # Ut for some t1.
Case 1.1. 1tk. Let u=( pt+ j) Qt&1 for some 1 j2 - qt . Then
we have by (7)
0<\u=
pt+ j
qtqt+1 } } } qk

pt+2 - qk
qtqt+1 } } } qk

pt
qt
+
2
- qk
=
[!qt]
qt
+
2
- qk
<!+(=&!)==,
which implies &\u&<=.
Case 1.2. t>k. Again, let u=( pt+ j) Qt&1 . It follows that
\u=
( pt+ j) Qt&1
Qk
# Z,
thus &\u&=0<=.
Case 2. u # U2 , u=mt with t0, say. We have
Qk=mk(k+1)2=mwk.
Case 2.1. twk . Then mwk | mt, thus \u=mtmwk # Z. Therefore,
&\u&=0<=.
Case 2.2. t<wk . Then, by the hypothesis on !,
0<\u=
mt
mwk
=
1
mwk&t

1
m
!<=,
and again &\u&<=.
Case 3. u # U3 , u=2mt, say, with t0 and t{(r(r+1)2)&1 (r2).
Case 3.1. twk . As in Case 2.1, we get &\u&=0<=.
Case 3.2. t<wk . Then twk&1=(k(k+1)2)&1. But since k2, we
know that t{wk&1. Therefore, twk&2. It follows that
0<\u=
2mt
mwk
=
2
mwk&t

2
m2
<
1
m
!<=,
hence &\u&<=.
We have completed the proof of the Proposition.
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Proof of the Theorem. For 14<!13, we apply the Proposition with
m=4. Now let 0<!14. By Bertrand’s postulate a la [6], for every real
number x4, there is a prime p5 satisfying
x p
2( p&2)
p&1
x.
This implies
1
p

1
x

2( p&2)
p( p&1)
.
Put x :=1!. Then the Proposition proves the Theorem.
3. SPECIAL VALUES AS EXACT HEIGHTS
The proof of the Theorem shows how to find an integer-detecting
sequence of exact height ! for every 0<!13. However, the explicit con-
struction depends on the integers pn=[!qn]=[!mn], where
1
m
!
2(m&2)
m(m&1)
(8)
(cf. the Proposition). In general, these integer parts pn are difficult to
evaluate, unless we have some knowledge about the m-ary expansion of !.
For this reason, we now discuss some special examples.
Naturally, each !, 0<!13, has a (unique) m-ary representation for
every integer m2, namely
!= :

i=1
di
mi
(9)
for certain digits di , 0di<m, where infinitely many di differ from m&1.
Clearly,
pn=[!mn]= :
n
i=1
dimn&i. (10)
To begin with, let us consider rational numbers !. The corresponding
sequence (di) i1 of its m-ary digits is then periodic, and the pn are easy to
determine. The following works similarly for every rational !.
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Example 1. !=27. We can satisfy (8) with m=5 and have
2
7=(0.120324)5
in 5-ary notation. Now the pn are simply computed by shifting digits.
Doing this, we obtain for any k0 and 1 j6
p6k+ j=2 } 5 j
56k&1
7
+R j , (11)
where
Rj :=[ 27 5
j] ,
hence R1=1, R2=7, R3=35, R4=178, R5=892, R6=4464. Then an
integer-detecting sequence of exact height 27 is immediately constructed
by the sets Ui , i=1, 2, 3, in the Proposition.
Now we turn our attention to irrational !. In that case, the sequence of
m-ary digits di in (9) is no longer periodic. Of course, (10) still holds, but
in order to compute pn explicitly, we have to add n terms where each term
depends on some digit in the m-ary expansion of !. We now show how to
avoid ‘‘irrational arithmetic’’ by using suitable approximations for !. As in
the rational case, the next example generalizes to arbitrary ! by using
appropriate rational approximations for !.
Example 2. An integer-detecting sequence of exact height !=exp(&2)
can be constructed as in the Proposition with
qn=11n, pn=_qn \1& 2qn+
qn
& .
There are only two properties of the numbers pn which are essential for
the proof of the Proposition, namely that the pn are integers and that
!&
C
qn

pn
qn
! (12)
for some absolute constant C>0. Therefore, it suffices to check if this
inequality is satisfied by the qn and pn we have chosen. The upper
inequality is trivial, because (1&2k)k is an increasing sequence with limit
exp(&2).
We regard to the lower bound in (12), we use the simple estimate
} exp(&2)&\1&2k+
k
}2 exp(2) } exp(&2k)&1&2k &1 } (13)
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(cf. [3, Chap. 91, p. 144]). By the power series expansion of the exponen-
tial function, we obtain
} exp(&2k)&1&2k &1 }= }& :

j=2
(&1) j
j ! \
2
k+
j&1
} :

j=2
1
j ! \
2
k+
j&1

1
2
:

j=1 \
2
k+
j
=
1
k(1&2k)

11
9k
for k11. Then (13) yields for k11
}\1&2k+
k
&exp(&2) }22 exp(2)9k <
19
k
,
hence
\1&2k+
k
>exp(&2)&
19
k
.
With k :=qn , this implies for all n1
pn
qn

qn(1&2qn)qn&1
qn
=\1& 2qn+
qn
&
1
qn
exp(&2)&
20
qn
.
This proves the lower inequality in (12) with C=20. The only necessary
adjustment in the Proposition is a tiny modification of the sets Uk U1 :
Now we allow j to run through the interval 1 j7 - qk .
Remark. It is quite easy to construct other examples of a more
arithmetic nature by the method of the Proposition. Let P=[2, 3, 5, 7, ...]
denote the set of primes and +(m) the Moebius function. Taking qn=5n
and
pn= :
p # P
pn+1
5n+1& p or pn= :
n
m=1
+2(m) 5n&m,
we obtain integer-detecting sequences of exact heights
!1 := :
p # P
1
5 p&1
or !2 := :

m=1
+2(m)
5m
,
respectively. Clearly, !1 and !2 are irrational.
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Our final example deals with Ramanujan’s general theta function
f (a, b)= :

n=&
an(n+1)2bn(n&1)2,
where |ab|<1 (cf. [2, Chap. 25]; for the general background of theta func-
tions, we refer the reader to [1, 5]). One of Euler’s famous identities is
f (&q4, &q2)= :

n=&
(&1)n q3n2+n= ‘

n=1
(1&q2n).
Applying the method of the Proposition with qn= pn for some prime p5
and
pn= pn&1+2pn&2+ :
3m2+mn
m{0
(&1)m pn&(3m2+m)
for n2, we obtain an integer-detecting sequence of exact height
!3 := f (&p&4, &p&2)&1+
1
p
+
2
p2
.
Naturally, f (&p&4, &p&2) has to be shifted such that the irrational num-
ber !3 lies in the interval (8).
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